Stability and Mobility of Magnetic Nanoparticles in Biological Environments Determined from Dynamic Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements.
Low tumor accumulation following systemic delivery remains a key challenge for advancing many cancer nanomedicines. One obstacle in engineering nanoparticles for high tumor accumulation is a lack of techniques to monitor their stability and mobility in situ. One way to monitor the stability and mobility of magnetic nanoparticles biological fluids in situ is through dynamic magnetic susceptibility measurements (DMS), which under certain conditions provide a measure of the particle's rotational diffusivity. For magnetic nanoparticles modified to have commonly used biomedical surface coatings, we describe a systematic comparison of DMS measurements in whole blood and tumor tissue explants. DMS measurements clearly demonstrated that stability and mobility changed over time and from one medium to another for each different coating. It was found that nanoparticles coated with covalently grafted, dense layers of PEG were the only ones to show good stability and mobility in all settings tested. These studies illustrate the utility of DMS measurements to estimate the stability and mobility of nanoparticles in situ, and which can provide insights that lead to engineering better nanoparticles for in vivo use.